HEALTHCARE
MEDICAL

When you have perfected your
skills, NO TASK is too difficult!

HEALTHCARE
MEDICAL
ATP has been providing medical interpretation and translation services
to Healthcare providers, hospital staff, doctors and patients for the past
2 decades, in over 150 languages, with availability 24/7/365.
Our interpreters and translators accomplish a fundamental role in the
complex communications between the Healthcare systems and
Medical professionals to their Limited English Proﬁcient (LEP) patients,
consumers and communities.
Being a responsive, reliable and responsible language services provider
enables the trust in an area often shadowed by concerns of compliance
with laws and accuracy in the delivery of multilingual communications.
It is our goal to exceed industry and regulatory expectations and always
provide excellent customer service.

INTERPRETATION
Partnering with ATP means never worrying about language differences
disrupting patient care. It is our pledge to provide our clients with the best
level of language services available in the nation. Every Healthcare or
Medical Interpreter goes through a thorough multiple step screening
process that evaluates their language proﬁciency; interpreting ability;
cultural sensitivity; knowledge of medical terminology; adherence to the
code of ethics guidelines; HIPAA awareness; listening and comprehension
of detailed instructions; and ongoing performance evaluations.

TRANSLATION
Medical translation is a very diversiﬁed ﬁeld inclusive of technical,
regulatory, clinical, marketing, software, pharmaceutical and other
documentation that is adapted for speciﬁc target audiences in your
community or around the globe. Choosing ATP’s rigorous quality control
standards ensure that you consistently receive the highest quality
translation services available in the market.

TELEPHONIC
The most reliable means of communication is in-person interpretation.
However, there are those occasions where Telephonic Interpreting is
necessary, such as to set up or conduct a last-minute consultation or in
an emergency situation where time is not an option.
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HERE ARE REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD USE ATP

Provide equal language
access worldwide

Access quality language services
at a price to meet your needs

Serve your multilingual
and diverse customers

Fully comply with privacy
and security regulations

Increase patient safety
and overall welfare
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